
Fresh water Treatment - Süßwasseraufbereiter - Traitement eau douce - Zoetwater Behandeling

of phosphate  

With the installation of a new aquarium a turbidity can appear witch can be due to a non 
biologica! function of a filter , unclean decoration ,algea, un pure water, or upcoming soil while 
filling the water .  
 
While using Aqua-Crystal water will turn crystal clear within a very short time , small particles 
are blocked and they sink to the bottom of the aquarium Aqua-Crystal also removes phos-
phates, diluted copper and supports filter in his biologica! function.  

USAGE  

Add 25 drops per 50 liters in the aquarium, as close as possibel in the presence of the outlet of 
a functioning filter to assure a good repartitation of Aqua-Crystal. The floculation procedure 
starts immediately, and in most cases the aquariumwater is clear within a few hours.  
The function of Aqua-Crystal will strongly be improved, while stopping the function of the 
filter for a couple of hours.  
 
After the floculation proces we advise to aspirate with a tube and thus remove the precipita-
tion parts, and then start the filter. lf the floculated precipitation not has been aspirated, clean 
the filtermaterials within a couple of day’s. The treatment can be repeated with half a dose 
after 24 hours.  

WARNING  

The KH could drop trough due floculation proces.In this case.we advise the use of KH + from 
Aquatic Nature to re-install the wanted value.  
To assure a good function the ph level should be 7 up to 7,5.  
The KH value may not be under 4° KH while using Aqua-Crystal, the control of the KH value is 
easy to be done with Indicator Test 5N1 from Aquatic Nature.  
To re-establisch the biologica! balance in the aquarium 
we advise the use of Bio -Bacter 2 in 1 from Aquatic Nature.  

Keep out of reach of Children 
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